The SLAC 2-mile linear accelerator uses a wide variety of --pulse kicker systems that require high voltage cable and connectors to deliver pulses from the drivers to the magnet loads. Many of the drivers in the SLAC kicker systems use cable lengths up to 80 feet and are required to deliver pulses up to 40 kV, with rise and fall times on the order of 20 ns. -Significant pulse degradation from the cable and connector assembly cannot be tolerated. Other drivers are required to deliver up to 80 kV, 20 ps pulses over cables 20 feet long. ~. Several combinations of an applicable high voltage cable and .
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matching connector have been used at SLAC to determine the optimum assembly that meets the necessary specifications and is reliable.
I. SLAC KICKER SYSTEMS There are a total of seven continuously operating kicker systems currently in use in the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC,) divided into three basic types, LC discharge kickers (for Final Focus,) Fermi-type long-pulse cable kickers, and Blumlein -short-pulse kickers ill-141. The primary use of the kickers are for injection and extraction of the e-and e+ bunches into the SLC damping rings, to divert e-bunches to produce e+ bunches. and to dump the beams at the final focus points. The long-pulse kickers are located in the e-north damping ring, and the short-pulse kickers are located in the e+ south damping ring and at the e+ target area, and the LC discharge kickers are for beam dumping at the final focus area. The SLC kickers systems and damping rings are described in detail in several other papers being presented at the 1991 IEEE Particle Accelerator Conference 141. IsI* 171.
II. OLD KICKER CABLES AbID CONNECTGRS
The SLC damping ring and e+ source kickers, as previously described, are divided into two types. Figure 1 Ill shows the Blumlein short-pulse type and Figure 2 The three cables from the Blumlein to the short-pulse kicker magnets are connected to Hugin contact bands in the magnet center conductor slab, with the ground braids clamped to cylinders on the magnet outer conductor surface. Originally the cable insulation was inserted into a cavity, formed in the RTV during magnet potting 161, without any preparation. but these connections had a high failure rate. Delrin plastic inserts are now potted into the ends to accept the cable insulation, which is tapered and greased to form an air-free connection. There have been no Dehin insert failures although there has been some corona damage. There have also been some failures in the RG-220 cables near the magnet where the ground braid Presented at IEEE Particle Accelerator Conference, San Francisco, CA, May 6-9,1991 has separated from the polyethylene allowing corona underneath. -Y The long-pulse kicker systems shown in Figure 2 (North .Damping Ring, or NDR) have used Felton & Guilleaume (F&G) type HP 10.4/39.0 -5Os2/6OkV coax that was very robust but difficult to obtain and quite large in diameter. RG-220 has also been used, with several types of connections. The pulsed-charger [81 cable between the thyratron tank and the pulse-charger sees = 70 kV pulses with rise-times on the order ~of 2O+ts. The standard connection has been a tapered RG-220 feed-through with o-ring seal around the PVC jacket that allows oil from the thyratron tank to wick into the outer braid. This virtually eliminates the air voids between the polyethylene and the braid, which tend to be the primary source of cable failures. The physical connection of the .RG-220 to the pulse-charger tank, however, is made at a slightly upward angle, and the outer braid is terminated outside the tank. There is a short length of cable connection that is dry and exposed. This has resulted in several cable failures. 
There have been some failures associated with the setscrew arrangement. The cable ground braids are clamped to tubes at the magnet ends. There have been some failures due to center conductor eccentricity because the cable polyethylene gets warm from the magnet heaters and tends to flow, and the cables enter the magnet from awkward angles with tight bends.
IILNEWCABLESANDCONNECTORS
Due to the Blumlein cable failures, an effort was made to develop a cable/connector system that was robust, reliable, compact, and as close to 50 R as possible for pulses up to 80 kV. Fermi and others 19l~llol have done extensive work on improving pulse coax, especially the RG-220 type. Currently, SLAC has Times AA-6778 cable installed in the short-pulse kickers between the pulse-charger and the Blumlein. AA-6778 is a version of RG-220 that has an Aluminum foil tape layer between the poly and the outer braid. This foil layer helps reduce the air pockets that cause many cable failures. Working in conjunction with Isolation Designs of Sunnyvale, CA, SLAC developed the D-1022-S connector for foil-wrapped RG-220 cable. The D-1022-S has an integrated high-voltage (HV) shield to ground to reduce field enhancement 1111, oil tight Hugin type multi-lam connectors, and a tapered section for void-free poly fit. The D-1022-S is shown in Figure 3 . The D-1022-S was designed using MacPoisson, a relatively simple Finite Element Analysis code on the Macintosh. The maximum field-enhancement in the connector is about 20%. The remaining long-pulse cables are currently RG-220 that are oil filled due to the just described connections. Problems associated with the cables are that oil filling is difficult, very messy, and there are almost always oil leaks from the cable that have to be dealt with. The Fermi magnets 151 associated with the long-pulse kickers are connected with four RG-220 cables at each end, with tapered and greased insulation fitting into a tapered cavity in the RTV potting of the magnet. The cable center conductors angle in to the tapered ends of the Aluminum EfY sK013090Kn
. foil-wrapped RG-220.
The short length of the connector, balanced with the compromise for voltage hold-off capability, serves to preserve the coaxial impedance as much as possible, which can be important for fast pulse systems. The tapered section allows the greased (Dow-Coming 5 Compound) poly section of cable being inserted to force air bubbles out and around the poly. The cable braid is captured inside a SLAC modified UG-156 connector that is threaded onto the D-1022-S. The most probable weak link in this system is the UG-156 connector section. Also, -the eccentricity of the RG-220 type cable is very important for this connector, as is the calibration of the "pencil-sharpener" tool used to taper the poly. SLAC experience has shown that standard RG-220 cable is seldom the same size from batch to batch from most manufacturers, which has led to some problems with cable replacement.
IV. CABLE AND CONNECTOR TESTS
The D-1022-S connector and the associated AA-6778 coax -were-initially tested on the output of the pulse-charger at voltages between 72 kV to 88 kV for = lo* shots. The output of the cable was unterminated, but a corona 1121 ring was installed and the end was mounted in an oil tank. Table 1 summarizes the test results. Table 1 D-1022-S connector and Times AA-6778 cable slow pulse tests.
-* The pulse charger failed at 88 kV.
The cable connector assemblies were also tested on a @ Hz AC corona generator I131. The primary testing was for corona inception voltage. Short lengths of AA-6778 cable -were terminated on both ends with the D-1022-S connector, with the end of the connector immersed in oil and terminated with a corona ball of suitable diameter. Corona inception _ began at about 20.5 kV at the 10 pica-coulomb (pc) level.
This agrees well with the MlL C-17 1141 rating of 21 kV of the AA-6778 cable. Raising the voltage to = 22.8 kV, corona activity jumped to the 300 pc level. With a connector from one end of the cable removed, corona inception was at = 18.6 kV. Various mechanical stresses were induced on the cable assembly, after which the inception point dropped to = 13.6 kV. The assemblies also survived high-potting to 100 kV. The D-1022-S connector was then tested by itself in a fixture designed to eliminate the cable corona from marring the connector corona results. Corona inception of the D-1022-S began at about 37 kV. At 38.6 kV, the level was in the 15 to 20 pc range, and flashover began at nearly 39 kV, which was most likely the breakdown point of the transformer oil being used in the tests.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The new cable connector assemblies being installed at SLAC will enhance maintainability and reliability. Great care in cable/connecter assembly is extremely important for good results. The MlL C-17 specification (under which AA-6778 falls) for HV coax cable appears to be sufficient for SLAC's uses. The D-1022~S/AA-6778 assemblies appear to have a high corona inception point, although more data is required. There are plans to install the D-1022-S connectors between the pulse-charger and the thyratron tank, and to and from the new pulse tuners in series with the 80 ft transmission cables.
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